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Abstract
We analyze the two-dimensional parabolic-elliptic Patlak-Keller-Segel model in
the whole Euclidean space R2. Under the hypotheses of integrable initial data
with finite second moment and entropy, we first show local in time existence for
any mass of ”free-energy solutions”, namely weak solutions with some free en-
ergy estimates. We also prove that the solution exists as long as the entropy is
controlled from above. The main result of the paper is to show the global ex-
istence of free-energy solutions with initial data as before for the critical mass
8pi/χ . Actually, we prove that solutions blow-up as a delta Dirac at the center of
mass when t → ∞ keeping constant their second moment at any time. Further-
more, all moments larger than 2 blow-up as t →∞ if initially bounded. c© 2000
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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1 Introduction
The Patlak-Keller-Segel (PKS) model describes the collective motion of cells
which are attracted by a self-emitted chemical substance. A model organism for
this type of behavior is the dictyostelium discoideum which segregates cyclic adeno-
sine monophosphate attracting themselves in starvation conditions. It is observed
that after the appearance of a suitable number of mixamoebae, they aggregate to
form a multi-cellular organism called pseudo-plasmoid. This rudimentary phe-
nomenon could be a step toward the understanding of cell differentiation.
There have been many mathematical modelling sources for chemotaxis. Histor-
ically, the first mathematical model was introduced in 1953 by C. S. Patlak in [47]
and E. F. Keller and L. A. Segel in [32] in 1970. Here, we focus on the minimal
Patlak-Keller-Segel model-type introduced by V. Nanjundiah in [44], which is:
(1)

∂n
∂ t
(x, t) = ∆n(x, t)−χ∇·(n(x, t)∇c(x, t)) x ∈ R2 , t > 0 ,
−∆c(x, t) = n(x, t) x ∈ R2 , t > 0 ,
n(x, t = 0) = n0 ≥ 0 x ∈ R2 .
Here (x, t) 7→ n(x, t) represents the cell density, and (x, t) 7→ c(x, t) is the concen-
tration of chemo-attractant. The first equation takes into account that the motion
of cells is driven by the steepest increase in the concentration of chemo-attractant
while following a Brownian motion due to external interactions. In fact, this equa-
tion is a standard drift-diffusion equation obtained from the underlying stochastic
dynamical system. The second equation takes into account that cells are produc-
ing themselves the chemo-attractant while this is diffusing onto the environment.
In fact, this second equation has an additional time derivative of c that in this
model has been neglected assuming that the relaxation of the concentration is much
quicker than the time scale of cell movement.
The constant χ > 0 is the sensitivity of the bacteria to the chemo-attractant.
Mathematically, it measures the non-linearity of the system. Since the total mass of
cells is assumed to be preserved, it is usual to impose no-flux boundary conditions
if these equations were posed in bounded domains. Here, we are not interested in
boundary effects and for this reason we are going to consider the system in the full
space without boundary conditions. The dimension 2 is critical when we consider
the problem in L1 because in R2 the Green kernel associated with −∆c(x, t) =
n(x, t) has a logarithmic singularity. InRd , for d > 2, the critical space is Ld/2(Rd),
see [20, 21].
In [19], S. Childress and J. K. Percus conjectured that the aggregation or chemo-
tactic collapse, if any, should proceed by the formation of a delta Dirac at the center
of mass of cell density. Concerning the understanding of this phenomena we refer
to the seminal work of M. A. Herrero and J. J. L. Vela´zquez, [27] and subsequent
works of the last author [54, 55, 56]. Numerical evidence of this collapse has also
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been reported in [39]. The literature on these models is huge and it is out of the
scope of this paper to give exhaustive references. For further bibliography on the
Patlak-Keller-Segel system and related models we refer the interested reader to the
surveys [28, 29, 48].
Since the solution of the Poisson equation −∆c = n is given up to a harmonic
function, we will define the concentration of the chemo-attractant directly by
c(x, t) =− 1
2pi
∫
R2
log |x− y|n(y, t) dy .
Hence, for n(t)∈M+(R2), the space of positive bounded total variation measures,
∇c(t) ∈ L2,∞(R2), where L2,∞(R2) is the Lorenz space given by
f ∈ L2,∞(R2) if and only if ∀ t > 0, meas{| f (x)|> t} ≤ C
t2
.
Thanks to this remark the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) can be viewed as a para-
bolic equation with a non-local interaction term. Initial data are assumed to verify
(2) (1+ |x|2)n0 ∈ L1+(R2) and n0 logn0 ∈ L1(R2) .
If we assume the existence of smooth fast-decaying at infinity non-negative
L1([0,T ]×R2) solutions n, for all T > 0, to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1)
with initial data satisfying assumptions (2), then the solutions satisfy the formal
conservations of the total mass of the system
M :=
∫
R2
n0(x) dx =
∫
R2
n(x, t) dx
and its center of mass
M1 :=
∫
R2
xn0(x) dx =
∫
R2
xn(x, t) dx .
Due to the conservation of the center of mass and the translational invariance of (1),
we may assume M1 = 0 without loss of generality.
There is a competition between the tendency of cells to spread all over R2 by
diffusion and the tendency to aggregate because of the drift induced by the chemo-
attractivity. The balance between these two mechanisms happens precisely at the
critical mass χ M = 8pi .
In fact, in the case χ M > 8pi , under assumptions (2) on n0, it is easy to see,
using moment estimates, that global classical solutions to the Patlak-Keller-Segel
system (1) cannot exist and that they blow-up in finite time. J. Dolbeault and
B. Perthame announced in [22] that if χ M< 8pi there is global existence of solution
for the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) in a weak sense. This result was further
completed and improved in [13] where the existence of “free-energy solutions” is
proved under the hypothesis (2) for the subcritical case χ M < 8pi . Furthermore,
the asymptotic behavior in the subcritical case is shown to be given by unique self-
similar profiles of the system. We also refer to [43] for radially symmetric results
concerning self-similar behavior.
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The critical case χ M = 8pi has a family of explicit stationary solutions [54] of
the form
(3) nb(x) =
8b
χ(b+ |x|2)2
with b > 0. All of these stationary solutions have critical mass and infinite second
moment and they played an important role in the matched-asymptotic expansions
done by J.J.L. Vela´zquez in [54] to show the existence of blowing-up solutions
with delta Dirac formation for the supercritical case χ M > 8pi and subsequent
improvements [55, 56].
In the case χ M = 8pi , P. Biler, G. Karch, P. Laurenc¸ot and T. Nadzieja [9] prove
the existence of global radially symmetric solutions to (1) for initial data with finite
or infinite second moment. They also show that all the stationary solutions nb
given in (3) have an attraction region for radial symmetric solutions with initial
data of infinite second moment in a suitable sense [9, Proposition 3.6]. However,
the asymptotic behavior of radially symmetric solutions with initial data of finite
second moment was left open and the radial stationary solution given by the 8piχ δ0
was not proved to attract finite second moment radial solutions.
The main aim of this paper is to show the existence of global in time “free-
energy solutions”, defined below, for the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with crit-
ical mass χ M = 8pi and initial data satisfying assumptions (2). Moreover, we
will show that these solutions keep their second moment constant at any sub-
sequence time. Furthermore, they blow-up in infinite time converging towards a
delta Dirac distribution at the center of mass. The main tool for the proof of global
existence is the free energy functional:
t 7→F [n](t) :=
∫
R2
n(x, t) logn(x, t) dx− χ
2
∫
R2
n(x, t)c(x, t) dx .
The free energy functional has a long history in kinetic modelling and its diffu-
sive approximations, see [1] for a modern perspective on the use of free energy or
entropy functionals in nonlinear diffusion and kinetic models. In fact, it is impor-
tant to point out that the PKS model has also been considered for a long time by
the kinetic theory community as a diffusive limit of gravitational kinetic models
with the name of gravitational drift-diffusion-Poisson or Smoluchowsky-Poisson
system, see [3, 46, 10, 57, 11, 23] for instance. Free-energy functionals were in-
troduced for chemotactic models by T. Nagai, T. Senba and K. Yoshida in [41],
by P. Biler in [7] and by H. Gajewski and K. Zacharias in [25]. We also refer to
[50, 53] and references therein. Moreover, the free energy functional and related
functional inequalities played an essential role in improving the range of existence
of global in time solutions up to the critical mass in [22, 13] for the PKS system (1),
for nonlinear diffusion and chemotactic models in [33, 14] and for related models
[15]. Let us finally mention that the PKS system has been derived from kinetic
models of chemotaxis [52, 45, 17].
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We will work with “improved weak solutions” to the PKS system (1). We
first remind that the notion of weak solutions n in the space C0
(
[0,T );L1weak(R2)
)
,
with fixed T > 0, using the symmetry in x, y for the concentration gradient was
introduced in [49]. This notion is capable of handling measure solutions. We shall
say that n ∈C0([0,T );L1weak(R2)) is a weak solution to the PKS system (1) if for
all test functions ψ ∈D(R2),
d
dt
∫
R2
ψ(x)n(x, t)dx =
∫
R2
∆ψ(x)n(x, t)dx− χ
4pi
∫
R2
∫
R2
[∇ψ(x)−∇ψ(y)] · x− y|x− y|2 n(x, t)n(y, t)dxdy
holds in the distributional sense in (0,T ) and n(0) = n0. We now define the concept
of “free-energy solution” that we consider in this paper:
Definition 1.1 (Free-energy solution). Given T > 0, the function n is a free-energy
solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0 on [0,T ] if (1+
|x|2+ | logn|)n ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)), n satisfies (1) in the above weak sense and
F [n](t)+
∫ t
0
∫
R2
n(x,s) |∇(logn(x,s))−χ∇c(x,s)|2 dxds≤F [n0]
for almost every t ∈ (0,T ).
The concept of free-energy solutions is necessary to apply entropy methods to
analyze the asymptotic behaviour of solutions. Our first result shows local in time
existence of free-energy solutions for all masses, and characterizes the maximal
time of existence of free-energy solutions. This result extends the known existence
theory of free-energy solutions obtained in [13] for subcritical mass. Uniqueness
of free energy solutions is an open issue in this setting.
Proposition 1.2 (Maximal Free-energy Solutions). Under assumptions (2) on the
initial data n0, there exists a maximal time T ∗ > 0 of existence of a free-energy
solution to the PKS system (1). Moreover, if T ∗ < ∞ then
lim
t↗T ∗
∫
R2
n(x, t) logn(x, t) dx =+∞.
The main result of this paper describes the behaviour of the solution to the
Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with critical mass M = 8pi/χ .
Theorem 1.3 (Infinite Time Aggregation). If χ M = 8pi , under assumptions (2) on
the initial data n0, there exists a global in time non-negative free-energy solution of
the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0. Moreover if {tp}p∈N→∞ as
p → ∞, then tp 7→ n(x, tp) converges to a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ concentrated
at the center of mass of the initial data weakly-* as measures as p→ ∞.
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As mentioned before, the main tool is the free energy F [n](t) which is re-
lated to its time derivative, the Fisher information, in the following way: con-
sider a non-negative solution n∈C0([0,T ),L1(R2)) of the Patlak-Keller-Segel sys-
tem (1) such that n(1+ |x|2), n logn are bounded in L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)), ∇√n ∈
L1((0,T ),L2(R2)) and ∇c ∈ L∞((0,T )×R2). Then
(4)
d
dt
F [n](t) =−
∫
R2
n(x, t) |∇ logn(x, t)−χ∇c(x, t)|2 dx .
We will make a fundamental use of the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
inequality.
Proposition 1.4 (Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality). [16, 4] Let
f be a non-negative function in L1(R2) such that f log f and f log(1+ |x|2) belong
to L1(R2). If
∫
R2 f dx = M, then
(5)
∫
R2
f log f dx+
2
M
∫∫
R2×R2
f (x) f (y) log |x− y| dxdy≥−C(M) ,
with C(M) := M(1+ logpi− logM).
Let us point out that the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality re-
mains true in bounded domains just by multiplying f by the corresponding char-
acteristic function of the domain. Note that, in the case χ M = 8pi , as a direct con-
sequence of the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, the free energy
F [n](t) is bounded from below. The Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
inequality will be the key ingredient to characterize the blow-up profile, ei-
ther at finite or infinite time, of solutions as the delta Dirac at the center of
mass.
Another crucial point in our arguments is to show that the second moment
of free energy solutions is kept constant at all times. This is done by arguments
based on De la Valle´e-Poussin type arguments [36, 34] commonly used in ki-
netic theory. This fact allows us to show that solutions cannot blow-up in finite
time as a delta Dirac at the center of mass. On the other hand, this informa-
tion is also used to select the only possible stationary state to converge since
all stationary states in (3), extremals of the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-
Sobolev inequality, do not posses finite second moments. Using the evolution
of the second moment to obtain information in this kind of systems goes back
to [40] being widely used since then.
Finally, let us make additional comments on the literature. Here, we show
that all solutions for the critical case with finite second moments globally exist
blowing-up as a delta Dirac at infinite time. It is an open question if the other
equilibria in (3) attract solutions with initial infinite second moment and what
are the conditions that may select one of them at infinity. The stability result
for equilibria of the form (3) in the radial case proven in [9] is an interesting
step in this direction. Finally, let us point out that results of blowing-up at
infinite time have been reported in similar systems in [30].
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Section 2 is devoted to some remarks on the necessary condition of existence
of free-energy solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1). We prove the local in
time existence of free-energy solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) for any
mass and the characterization of the maximal time of existence, see Proposition 1.2.
Section 3 is devoted to the critical mass case χ M = 8pi . We prove first that if the
blow-up occurs the blow-up profile is a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ concentrated at
the center of mass, then that blow-up cannot happen in finite time and finally that
blow-up does happen in infinite time as a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ concentrated
at the center of mass.
2 Characterization of the Maximal Time of Existence
First, we introduce a regularized system and prove that it is enough to show that
the entropy of the regularized cell density nε ,
S [nε ] :=
∫
R2
nε(x, t) lognε(x, t)dx
is bounded from above uniformly in ε on [0,T ) to prove that there exists a free-
energy solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) in [0,T ). Section (2.3) is
devoted to the proof of the existence of maximal free-energy solutions to the Patlak-
Keller-Segel system (1) for any mass (Proposition 1.2).
2.1 Regularized system
We introduce the truncated convolution kernelK ε to be such that
K ε(z) :=K 1
( |z|
ε
)
− 1
2pi
logε
whereK 1 is a radial monotone non-increasing smooth function satisfying
K 1(|z|) =− 1
2pi
log |z| if |z| ≥ 2 ,
K 1(|z|) = 0 if |z| ≤ 12 .
Moreover, we assume that
(1)
∣∣∇K 1(z)∣∣≤ 1
2pi |z| , K
1(z)≤− 1
2pi
log |z| and |∆K 1(z)|= φ(z)
for any z ∈ R2, with φ(z) bounded and integrable since φ = 0 outside the ball of
radius 2. SinceK ε(z) =K 1(|z|/ε), we also have
(2) |∇K ε(z)| ≤ 1
2pi |z| ∀ z ∈ R
2 .
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We consider the following regularized version of (1)
(3)

∂nε
∂ t
(x, t) = ∆nε(x, t)−χ∇·(nε(x, t)∇cε(x, t))
cε(x, t) = (K ε ∗nε)(x, t)
nε0(x) := min{n0,ε−1}(x)
x ∈ R2 , t > 0 ,
written in the distribution sense. For any fixed positive ε , under assumptions (2)
on the initial data, it is proved in [13, Proposition 2.8] that there exists a global
solution in L2([0,T ],H1(R2))∩C([0,T ],L2(R2)) for the regularized version of the
Patlak-Keller-Segel system (3). The proof of this result uses the Schauder’s fixed
point theorem and the Lions-Aubin’s compactness method [2, 38, 51].
2.2 On the Local in time Existence Proof
An attentive reading of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [13] permits to see that
the existence of free-energy solution is valid as long as S [nε ](t) and the second
momentum are uniformly bounded from above in ε and t ∈ [0,T ). Since the proof
follows the same lines as in [13, Theorem 1.1], we will just sketch the proof by
underlining the most relevant aspects for reader’s sake.
Proposition 2.1 (Criterion for Local Existence). Let nε be the solution of (3) and
T ∗ > 0. If S [nε ](t) is bounded from above uniformly in ε and t ∈ (0,T ∗), then
the cluster points of {nε}ε>0, in a suitable topology, are non-negative free-energy
solutions of the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0 on [0,T ∗).
Proof. We will make use of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality:
(4) ‖u‖2Lp(R2) ≤CGNS(p)‖∇u‖2−4/pL2(R2) ‖u‖
4/p
L2(R2) ∀ u ∈ H1(R2) , ∀ p ∈ [2,∞) .
In a first step we show a priori estimates on the solution nε to the regularized
version of the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (3). These estimates shall allow us to
prove in the second step the existence of solutions in the distribution sense to the
Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) by passing to the ε → 0 limit. To prove that we
get a free-energy solution as defined in Definition 1.1, we need to prove further
regularity in the third step.
Step 1.- A priori estimates on nε and cε . This step corresponds to Lemma 2.11
in [13]. We start by estimating the second moment of solutions independently of
ε . SinceK ε is a radial non-increasing function satisfying (2), we have
d
dt
∫
R2
|x|2 nε(x, t)dx=4M+2χ
∫
R2
∫
R2
nε(x, t)nε(y, t)(x ·∇K ε(x− y))dxdy
=4M+χ
∫
R2
∫
R2
nε(x, t)nε(y, t)((x− y)·∇K ε(x− y))dxdy≤ 4M,(5)
from which (1+ |x|2)nε ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)) uniformly in ε .
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The following usual notation will be adopted. For any real-valued function
f = f (x), we define its positive and negative part as f+(x) = max{ f (x),0} and
f−(x) = (− f )+(x), so that f = f+− f−.
Lemma 2.2 (Control of the Negative Part of the Entropy). For any g such that
(1+ |x|2)g ∈ L1+(R2), we have g log− g ∈ L1(R2) and∫
R2
g(x) log− g(x)dx≤ 1
2
∫
R2
|x|2g(x)dx+ log(2pi)
∫
R2
g(x)dx+
1
e
.
Proof. Let u := g1l{g≤1} and m =
∫
R2 udx≤M =
∫
R2 gdx. Then∫
R2
u
(
logu+
1
2
|x|2
)
dx =
∫
R2
U logU dµ−m log(2pi)
where U := u/µ , dµ(x) = µ(x)dx and µ(x) = (2pi)−1e−|x|2/2. By Jensen’s inequal-
ity, ∫
R2
U logU dµ ≥
(∫
R2
U dµ
)
log
(∫
R2
U dµ
)
= m logm ,∫
R2
u logudx≥ m log
( m
2pi
)
− 1
2
∫
R2
|x|2udx≥−1
e
−M log(2pi)− 1
2
∫
R2
|x|2udx
completing the proof. ¤
The previous lemma implies that∫
R2
nε(x, t) | lognε(x, t)| dx≤
∫
R2
nε(x, t)
(
lognε(x, t)+|x|2
)
dx+2log(2pi)M+
2
e
,
and thus, the entropy term verifies nε lognε ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)) uniformly in ε
whenever (1+|x|2)nε ∈L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)) uniformly in ε andS [nε ](t) is bounded
from above uniformly in ε and t ∈ (0,T ).
Using that nε lognε ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)), that cε(x, t) = (K ε ∗nε)(x, t) and
applying Young inequality, we deduce that |cε(x, t)| ≤C+C log(1+ |x|) uniformly
in ε . Indeed, we have
|cε | ≤ 1
2pi
∫
|x−y|≤1
n(y) log
1
|x− y|dy+
1
2pi
∫
|x−y|≥1
n(y) log |x− y|dy(6)
≤ 1
2pi
[∫
|x−y|≤1
n(y) log(1+n(y))+
C
|x− y|
]
dy(7)
+
1
2pi
∫
|x−y|≥1
n(y)
(
log(1+ |x|)+ log(1+ |y|)
)
dy(8)
≤C+C log(1+ |x|).(9)
As a consequence, we deduce that the map
(10) t 7→
∫
R2
nε(x, t)cε(x, t)dx
is bounded uniformly in ε in L∞(0,T ).
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The main a priori estimate is the L2((0,T )×R2) estimate on √nε ∇cε . First,
we prove that ∇
√
nε in bounded in L2((0,T )×R2). For the sake of simplicity
we show only the formal computations for the solutions of the Patlak-Keller-Segel
system (1), referring to [13] for details. The main difficulty, when proving the same
estimate for the solutions to the regularized Patlak-Keller-Segel problem (3), is that
we do not have ∆c=−n. Nevertheless,−∆K ε converges to a delta Dirac as ε → 0,
and thus, the result remains true for ε small enough up to technical computations.
Given K > 1, by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality (4):∫
R2
(n−K)2+ dx≤C2GNS
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√(n−K)+∣∣∣2 dx ∫
R2
(n−K)+ dx .
The left hand side can be made as small as desired by taking K large enough and
using ∫
R2
(n−K)+ dx≤ 1logK
∫
R2
(n−K)+ logn dx≤ ClogK =: η(K) ,
where C is the bound on n logn ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)) obtained above. We differen-
tiate in time S [n](t). By using an integration by parts, the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-
Sobolev’s inequality (4) and the equation for c, we obtain:
d
dt
S [n](t) =−4
∫
R2
|∇
√
n(t)|2 dx+χ
∫
R2
n(t)2 dx
≤−4
∫
R2
|∇
√
n(t)|2 dx+2χMK+2χ
∫
R2
(n(t)−K)2+ dx
≤ (−4+2χ η(K)C2GNS)∫
R2
|∇
√
n(t)|2 dx+2χMK .
The factor
(−4+2χ η(K)C2GNS) can be made non-positive for K large enough
and therefore ∇
√
n is bounded in L2((0,T )×R2). This idea will be used in the
forthcoming proof of Proposition 1.2 and the interested reader can refer to it for
full details applied to the regularized problem.
Now, we assume that we have derived a uniform in ε estimate for ∇
√
nε in
L2((0,T )×R2). As a consequence of the L2((0,T )×R2)-estimate on ∇√nε and
of the computation
d
dt
S [nε ](t) =−4
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√nε ∣∣∣2 dx+χ ∫
R2
nε(−∆cε)dx,
then the map
(11) t 7→
∫
R2
nε ∆cε dx
is bounded uniformly in ε in L1(0,T ). A computation shows that
1
2
d
dt
∫
R2
nε cε dx =
∫
R2
nε ∆cε dx+χ
∫
R2
nε |∇cε |2 dx ,
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proving finally that
√
nε ∇cε ∈ L2((0,T )×R2) where the boundedness of the maps
(10) and (11) were used. In this way, we have obtained estimates on the two terms
appearing in the dissipation of the free energy in (4).
Step 2.- Passing to the limit. We will use the Aubin-Lions compactness method,
(see [38], Ch. IV, §4 and [2], and [51] for more recent references). A simple
statement goes as follows: Take T > 0, p ∈ (1,∞) and let ( fn)n∈N be a bounded
sequence of functions in Lp(0,T ;H) where H is a Banach space. If ( fn)n∈N is
bounded in Lp(0,T ;V ), where V is compactly imbedded in H and ∂ fn/∂ t is bounded
in Lp(0,T ;W ) uniformly with respect to n ∈ N where H is imbedded in W, then
( fn)n∈N is relatively compact in Lp(0,T ;H).
• Bound on ‖nε‖L2: As nε lognε ∈ L∞((0,T ),L1(R2)) uniformly in ε the
first equation in (3) has the hyper-contractivity property [13, Theorem 3.5].
It means that for any p ∈ (1,∞), there exists a continuous function hp on
(0,T ) such that for almost any t ∈ (0,T ), ‖nε(·, t)‖Lp(R2) ≤ hp(t). Hence
nε ∈ L∞((δ ,T ),Lp(R2)), p ∈ (1,∞), for any δ ∈ (0,T ).
• Bound on ‖∇nε‖L2: Recall the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality: For
all f ∈ Lp(Rd), g ∈ Lq(Rd), 1 < p, q < ∞ such that 1p + 1q + λd = 2 and
0 < λ < d, there exists a constant C =C(p,q,λ )> 0 such that∣∣∣∣∫Rd×Rd 1|x− y|λ f (x)g(y) dxdy
∣∣∣∣≤C‖ f‖Lp(Rd) ‖g‖Lq(Rd) .
As a consequence, for any (q, p) ∈ (2,+∞)× (1,2) with 1q = 1p − 12 , there
exists a constant C > 0 such that
(12) ‖∇cε(t)‖Lq(R2) ≤C‖nε(t)‖Lp(R2) .
And using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we can write
‖nε(t)∇cε(t)‖L2(R2) ≤ ‖nε(t)‖Lq/(q−1)(R2)‖∇cε(t)‖Lq(R2)
≤C‖nε(t)‖Lq/(q−1)(R2)‖nε(t)‖Lp(R2) .
Hence nε ∇cε is bounded in L∞((δ ,T ),L2(R2)).
Now the following computation
d
dt
∫
R2
|nε |2 dx =−2
∫
R2
|∇nε |2 dx+2χ
∫
R2
nε(∇nε ·∇cε) dx
shows that X := ‖∇nε‖L2((δ ,T )×R2) satisfies the estimate
2X2−2 χ ‖nε ∇cε‖L∞((δ ,T ),L2(R2))X ≤ 2‖nε‖2L∞((δ ,T ),L2(R2)).
This implies that ∇nε is bounded in L2((δ ,T )×R2).
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• V is relatively compact in H: We take H =L2(R2), V =H1(R2)∩{n | |x|n2 ∈
L1(R2)} and W = H−1(R2). Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we get∫
R2
|x||nε |2(x, t)dx≤
(∫
R2
|x|2nε(x, t)dx
)1/2(∫
R2
|nε |3(x, t)dx
)1/2
.
This bound allows to consider only compact sets, on which compactness
holds by Sobolev’s imbeddings.
Aubin-Lions Lemma applies to prove that nε is relatively compact in L2((δ ,T )×
R2)). Let us denote n the limit of the sub-sequence {nεk}k. Note that the L4/3((δ ,T )×
R2)-bound of nε and (12) with q = 4 implies that nεk ∇cεk converges to n∇c in the
distribution sense.
Step 3.- Free energy estimates. By convexity of n 7→ ∫R2 |∇√n|2 dx, see [5, 6],
and weak semi-continuity we have∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
|∇√n|2 dxdt ≤ liminf
k→∞
∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
|∇
√
nεk |2 dxdt ,∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
n |∇c|2 dxdt ≤ liminf
k→∞
∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
nεk |∇cεk |2 dxdt .
Moreover, it can be proved as in [13, Lemma 4.6] that the regularized entropy
converges to the limiting entropy for almost every t > 0, i.e.,
(13) S [nε ](t)→S [n](t) as ε → 0.
This proves the free energy estimate using the strong convergence of {nεk} in
L2((δ ,T )×R2) and∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
n |∇(logn)−χ∇c|2 dxdt = 4
∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
|∇√n|2 dxdt
+χ2
∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
n |∇c|2 dxdt−2χ
∫∫
(δ ,T )×R2
n2 dxdt .
This ends the proof of Proposition 2.1. Full details of these final arguments are
given in [13, Corollary 3.6]. ¤
2.3 Proof of Proposition 1.2
In the next lemma, we characterize the maximal time of existence of free-energy
solutions.
Lemma 2.3 (Maximal Free-energy Solutions). Under the assumptions (2) on the
initial data, if there exists a time t∗ ≥ 0 such that S [nε ](t) is bounded uniformly
in ε and 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, then there is τ > 0 independent of ε for which S [nε ](t) is
uniformly bounded in ε for t ∈ [t∗, t∗+ τ). Moreover, the free-energy solution of
the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) constructed above can be extended up to t∗+ τ .
Here, τ depends only on the uniform estimate on [1+ |x|2 + | lognε(t∗)|]nε(t∗) in
L1(R2).
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Proof. Let nε be the global solution of the regularised version of the Patlak-Keller-
Segel system (3). We compute
d
dt
S [nε ](t) =−4
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√nε(x, t)∣∣∣2 dx+χ [(I)+(II)+(III)]
with
(I) :=−
∫
{nε≤K}
nε(x, t) ·∆[K ε ∗nε(x, t)],
(II) :=−
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)·∆[K ε ∗nε(x, t)]−(III) and (III)=R
∫
{nε>K}
|nε(x, t)|2 ,
where the factor R will be chosen below. Let us remind (1) that the regularized
kernel verifies
1
ε2
φ
( ·
ε
)
= |∆K ε |,
with φ positive, bounded and integrable with integral R fixing the parameter in the
definition of (III). The term (I) is easy to estimate using
(I)≤
∫
{nε≤K}
K
∫
R2
1
ε2
φ
( |x− y|
ε
)
nε(y, t) dydx≤M RK .
We have by using that the integral of φ is R that
(II) ≤
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) [|∆K ε | ∗nε(x, t)] dx−R
∫
{nε>K}
|nε(x, t)|2 dx
≤
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)
∫
R2
[nε(x− εy, t)−nε(x, t)] φ(y)dydx
≤
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)
∫
R2
[√
nε(x− εy, t)−
√
nε(x, t)
] √
φ(y)
×
[√
nε(x− εy, t)−
√
nε(x, t)+2
√
nε(x, t)
] √
φ(y)dydx .
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality and (a+2b)2 ≤ 2a2+8b2 we obtain
(II)≤
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)
[
‖φ‖L∞(R2)
∫
1
2≤y≤2
∣∣∣√nε(x− εy, t)−√nε(x, t)∣∣∣2 dy]1/2
·
[∫
{nε>K}
[
2
∣∣∣√nε(x− εy, t)−√nε(x, t)∣∣∣2+8nε(x, t)] φ(y)dy]1/2 dx .
By the Poincare´’s inequality we have
(II)≤ ‖φ‖1/2L∞(R2)CP ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖L2(R2)∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) ·
√
2
[
‖φ‖1/2L∞(R2)CP ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖L2(R2)+2
√
nε(x, t)
]
dx ,
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which can be written as
(II)≤
√
2‖φ‖L∞(R2)C2P ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖2L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) dx
+23/2 ‖φ‖1/2L∞(R2)CP ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
[nε(x, t)]3/2 dx .
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we obtain
(II)≤
√
2‖φ‖L∞(R2)C2P ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖2L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) dx
+2
3
2 ‖φ‖
1
2
L∞(R2)CP ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖L2(R2)
(∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)dx
) 1
2
·
(∫
{nε>K}
[nε(x, t)]2 dx
) 1
2
≤ 10‖φ‖L∞(R2)C2P ‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖2L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) dx+
∫
{nε>K}
[nε(x, t)]2 dx
and by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev’s inequality (4), we get∫
{nε>K}
[nε(x, t)]2 dx≤ 2KM+C2GNS
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√(n−K)+∣∣∣2 dx ∫
R2
(n−K)+ dx .
Hence,
(II)+(III)≤ 2(1+R)KM+B‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖2L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) dx
with
B := 10‖φ‖L∞(R2)CP2+(1+R)CGNS2 .
Combining the previous results we have
d
dt
S [nε ](t)≤−4
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√nε(x, t)∣∣∣2 dx
+(2+3R)χ M K+χ B‖∇
√
nε(x, t)‖2L2(R2)
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) dx.
Given K > 1, using Lemma 2.2 and (5), we have∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t)dx≤ 1
logK
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) lognε(x, t)dx
≤ 1
logK
∫
{nε>K}
nε(x, t) | lognε(x, t)|dx≤ 1
logK
(
S [nε ](t)+C˜(t)
)
with
C˜(t) :=
∫
R2
|x|2 nε(x, t∗) dx+4M(t− t∗)+2log(2pi)M+2e−1 := 4M(t− t∗)+C˜.
Hence we actually proved that
d
dt
S [nε ](t)≤ (2+3R)χ M K+A(t)
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√nε(x, t)∣∣∣2 dx
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with
A(t) :=
[
−4+χ B
logK
(
S [nε ](t)+C˜(t)
)]
.
At time t = t∗, it implies that
d
dt
S [nε ](t)
∣∣
t=t∗ ≤ (2+3R)χ M K+A(t∗)
∫
R2
∣∣∣∇√nε(x, t∗)∣∣∣2 dx .
By hypothesis, there exists S ∗ > 0 such that S [nε ](t∗) ≤ S ∗ since S [nε ](t∗)
is bounded uniformly in ε . We can thus choose K large enough such that the
coefficient A(t∗) is non-positive. It implies that there exists τε > 0 such that
S [nε ](t)≤S ∗+M K (t− t∗)
in [t∗, t∗+ τε ]. But in this interval t ∈ [t∗, t∗+ τε ],
A(t)≤
[
−4+χ B
logK
(
S ∗+M K (t− t∗)+C˜(t))]
is non-positive in [t∗, t∗+ τ ] with
τ ≤ 1
MK+4M
[
4 logK
χ B
−S ∗−C˜
]
,
which is independent from ε and positive for K large enough. Therefore, the previ-
ous procedure can be continued in the time interval [t∗, t∗+ τ] showing finally that
[t∗, t∗+ τ] ⊂ [t∗, t∗+ τε ]. We finally make use of Proposition 2.1 to conclude the
existence of a free-energy solution of the PKS system (1) in [t∗, t∗+ τ]. ¤
Proof of Proposition (1.2). The local in time existence is a direct consequence of
Lemma 2.3. Assume by contradiction that limt↗T ∗S [n](t) < ∞, then there exists
a sequence {tp}p∈N↗ T ∗ such that S[n](tp) is uniformly bounded in p.
Taking into account the convergence of regularized entropies (13) and Lemma 2.3,
there exists τ > 0 independent from p and ε such that S [nε ](t) is bounded uni-
formly in ε for any t ∈ [0, tp + τ). By Proposition 2.1 it implies that the limit n is
a nonnegative solution of the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0 in
[0, tp+ τ), for any p ∈ N, contradicting the choice of T ∗. ¤
Let us finally point out the following conservations for free-energy solutions of
the PKS system (1).
Lemma 2.4 (Mass Centering and Variance Evolution). Let n be a free-energy so-
lution on the time interval [0,T ∗) to system (1) with initial data n0 verifying as-
sumptions (2). Then the center of mass is preserved
M1 =
∫
R2
xn(x, t)dx =
∫
R2
xn0(x)dx
and the variance of the cell density verifies
(14)
∫
R2
|x|2 n(x, t)dx =
∫
R2
|x|2 n0(x)dx+4M
(
1− χM
8pi
)
t
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for all t ∈ (0,T ∗).
Proof. For any ε < 1, we can find a C∞ radial compactly supported cut-off function
ψε(x) such that 0 ≤ ψε ≤ 1, ψε = 1 for |x| ≤ ε−1, ψε = 0 for |x| ≥ ε−1 + 1 and
‖ψε‖C2(R2) ≤C1 for all ε ≤ 1.
Taking ϕε(x) = xi ψε(x), for fixed i ∈ {1,2}, as test function in the weak solu-
tion concept (1.1), we obtain
(15)
d
dt
∫
R2
ϕεndx=
∫
R2
∆ϕεndx− χ4pi
∫
R2
(∇ϕε(x)−∇ϕε(y)) · (x− y)
|x− y|2 n(x, t)n(y, t)dxdy .
Since ∆ϕε is bounded and ∇ϕε is Lipschitz continuous uniformly in ε , we deduce
that
d
dt
∫
R2
ϕε(x)n(x, t)dx≤ c2
∫
R2
n0(x) dx ,
where c2 is some positive constant, from which∫
R2
ϕε(x)n(x, t)dx≤ c1+ c2t ,
with c1 suitable constant, and thus∫
R2
xi n(x, t)dx < ∞, ∀ t ∈ (0,T ) .
We can now pass to the limit ε → 0 in the integral version of (15) using Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem together with ∆ϕε → 0 and (∇ϕε(x)−∇ϕε(y))→
0 for almost every x,y in R2, deducing∫
R2
xin(x, t)dx =
∫
R2
xin0(x)dx
for almost every t > 0 and i ∈ {1,2}.
The case of the second moment is done analogously. Taking ϕε(x) = |x|2 ψε(x)
as test function in (1.1), we obtain (15). Proceeding as above, we can pass to the
limit using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem deducing∫
R2
|x|2 n(x, t)dx =
∫
R2
|x|2 n0(x)dx+
∫ t
0
4M
(
1− χM
8pi
)
dt
and obtaining the desired result. ¤
The previous result allows us to restrict our analysis to the case where the center
of mass is zero by the translation invariance of the PKS system (1).
3 Asymptotic behaviour in the case χ M = 8pi
This section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.3 for the
critical mass χ M = 8pi). In Section 3.1, we characterize the possible blow-up
profile of the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with critical mass. More precisely, if
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the solution of the PKS system (1) blows-up, then it does it like a delta Dirac of
mass 8pi/χ at the center of mass of the solution.
In Section 3.2 we prove that the solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel (1) cannot
blow-up in finite time. As a consequence, we show the global in time existence of
free-energy solutions to the PKS system (1) for the critical mass χ M = 8pi . Fi-
nally, Section 3.3 is devoted to demonstrate that the solution to the PKS system (1)
concentrates as a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ at the center of mass of the solution in
infinite time.
3.1 How does it blow-up?
Let us first recall the proof of the upper bound on the entropy functional
S [n] =
∫
R2
n(x) logn(x)dx,
in the sub-critical case, namely the mass M < 8pi/χ as done in [13]. By the mono-
tonicity of the free energy (4) the quantity
F [n](t) = (1−θ)S [n](t)+θ
[
S [n](t)+
χ
4piθ
∫∫
R2×R2
n(x)n(y) log |x− y| dxdy
]
is bounded from above by F [n0]. We choose θ = χ M8pi and apply the Logarithmic
Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (5) to get:
(1−θ)S [n](t)−θ C(M)≤F [n0] .
If χ M < 8pi , then θ < 1 and
S [n](t)≤ F [n0]+θ C(M)
1−θ .
However, in the case when χ M = 8pi , the above argument does not imply an up-
per bound on S [n](t) although F [n](t) is bounded from above and from below.
Nevertheless, a localization argument of the free energy and a smart use of the
Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (5) allows to show:
Lemma 3.1 (Characterization of Blowing-up Profile). Under hypotheses (2) on
the initial data, assume that T ∗ the maximum time of existence of the free-energy
solution n to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0 of critical mass
M = 8pi/χ is finite. If {tp}p∈N ↗ T ∗ when p → ∞, then tp 7→ n(x, tp) converges
to a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ concentrated at the center of mass in the measure
sense as p→ ∞.
The main ideas of the proof of Lemma 3.1 reads as follows: we assume by
contradiction that the weak-* limit of tp 7→ n(x, tp), namely dn∗(x) is not a delta
Dirac. Hence, there exists a ball Br1 in which the mass of dn
∗ is some α such
that 0 < α < M = 8pi/χ . We apply the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
inequality (5) to balls and annulii (see Figure 3.1). By adding the corresponding
terms, we can prove that a variation of the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
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inequality (5) holds for the solution n(x, tp) in R2, from which we obtain a uniform
bound on the entropyS [n](tp). This contradicts the choice of the maximal time of
existence of the free-energy solution due to the characterization in Proposition 1.2.
Proof. We first remark that the second moment is preserved in time due to (14) for
the critical mass χ M = 8pi . This together with the conservation of mass shows
that the sequence of positive integrable functions n(x, tp) is tight for the weak-*
convergence as measures preserving its mass by Prokhorov’s theorem [12]. Thus,
there exists a weakly-* converging subsequence towards a limiting measure dn∗ ∈
M (R2) with mass M. It is obvious that the argument can be reduced to weakly-*
converging subsequences, so we will do so and we will keep the same index for the
time sequence.
Let us now assume by contradiction that there is no formation of a delta Dirac
of mass M = 8pi/χ as t ↗ T ∗. For any tp and r > 0, we introduce the mass density
on balls
αp(r) :=
∫
Br
n(x, tp) dx
which is a non decreasing function on R+ and let us define analogously the mass
density α∗(r) for dn∗ as:
α∗(r) :=
∫
Br
dn∗(x).
Saying that the positive measure dn∗ of mass M is not Mδ0 is equivalent to assert
that
lim
r→0+
α∗(r)<
8pi
χ
since the function α∗ is non-decreasing and limr→∞ α∗(r) = 8pi/χ . Let us remark
that α∗ is continuous for almost every r > 0.
By changing the origin if necessary, using again the translation invariance of
the system, we can assume without loss of generality that α∗ is not identically 0 in
the neighbourhood of 0. Then, there exists r > 0 for which 0 < α∗(r) < M and r
is a point of continuity of α∗. Then, for small enough η > 0, there exist r1 and r2
with r1 < r < r2 such that
0 < α∗(r)−η < α∗(r1)≤ α∗(r)≤ α∗(r2)< α∗(r)+η < 8piχ .
Since the time sequence n(x, tp)⇀ dn∗ as p → ∞, we can assume without loss of
generality that
0 < α∗(r)−η < αp(r1)≤ αp(r)≤ αp(r2)< α∗(r)+η < 8piχ
for p large enough. As a consequence, for all p large enough, we have
α∗(r)−η ≤
∫
Br1
n(x, tp)dx ,
8pi
χ
−α∗(r)−η ≤
∫
Bcr2
n(x, tp)dx and
∫
Br2\Br1
n(x, tp)dx≤ 2η .
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Let ρ := (1/3)(r2− r1). We introduce the annulii S1 := Br1+ρ \Br1 , S2 := Bcr2−ρ \
Bcr2 = Br2 \Br2−ρ and S3 := (Br2 \Br1)\ (S1∪S2) (see Figure 3.1 below).
Br2
Br1
S2
S1
S3
FIGURE 3.1. Definition of the different sets
In the rest C will denote several constants, not necessarily positive, depending
only on the mass M, the value of the initial second moment and η . We apply the
Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (5) to np(x) := n(x, tp) on the
sets Br1+ρ , B
c
r2−ρ and Br2 \Br1 for p large enough to obtain
∫
Br1+ρ
np(x)dx
∫
Br1+ρ
np(x) lognp(x)dx+2
∫∫
Br1+ρ×Br1+ρ
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥Cr1,ρ
∫
Bcr2−ρ
np(x)dx
∫
Bcr2−ρ
np(x) lognp(x)dx+2
∫∫
Bcr2−ρ×Bcr2−ρ
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥Cr2,ρ
∫
Br2\Br1
np(x)dx
∫
Br2\Br1
np(x) lognp(x)dx+2
∫∫
Br2\Br1×Br2\Br1
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥Cr1,r2
We expand n logn = n log+ n−n log− n in the first terms and disregard the neg-
ative part contribution. Using
Br1+ρ = Br1 ∪S1, Bcr2−ρ = Bcr2 ∪S2, and Br2 \Br1 = S1∪S2∪S3
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adding the terms and collecting terms to reconstruct the integral in the whole R2 of
the positive contribution of the entropy, we deduce
I1+ I2− I3+ I4 :=
Kp
∫
R2
np(x) log+ np(x)dx + 2
∫∫
R2×R2
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy
− 4
∫∫
[Br1×Bcr1+ρ ]∪[(S1∪S3)×Bcr2 ]
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy
+ 2
∫∫
[S1×S1]∪[S2×S2]
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥C
with
Kp := max{a1,a1+a2,a2,a2+a3,a3}= max{a1+a2,a2+a3} ,
and
a1 :=
∫
Br1+ρ
np(x)dx, a2 :=
∫
(Br2\Br1 )
np(x)dx, and a3 :=
∫
Bcr2−ρ
np(x)dx,
where the second and the fourth terms in the first expression of Kp are due to the
fact that S1 and S2 are counted twice for the positive contribution of the entropy. We
estimate the third term I3 by using log |x− y| ≥ logρ in the sets where the integral
is defined to obtain
I3 ≥ 4M2 logρ.
Since the second moment of the solutions is constant in time by (14), we deduce
I4 ≤ 2
∫∫
[S1×S1]∪[S2×S2]
np(x) np(y) log+ |x− y|dxdy
≤C
∫∫
[S1×S1]∪[S2×S2]
np(x) np(y) (1+ |x|2+ |y|2)dxdy≤C
Moreover, we can estimate the factorKp as
Kp ≤K := max
{
α∗(r)+3η ,
8pi
χ
−α∗(r)+3η
}
which is positive and strictly smaller than 8piχ for η < (1/6)min{α∗(r); 8piχ −α∗(r)}.
Summarizing, we have obtained
K
∫
R2
np(x) log+ np(x)dx + 2
∫∫
R2×R2
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥C
for all p big enough with 0 <K < 8piχ . Now, taking into account Lemma 2.2 and
the conservation of the second moment in (14), we obtain∫
R2
np log− np dx≤ 12
∫
R2
|x|2np dx+ log(2pi)
∫
R2
np dx+
1
e
≤C
and thus
K
∫
R2
np(x) lognp(x)dx + 2
∫∫
R2×R2
np(x) np(y) log |x− y|dxdy≥C
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for p big enough with 0 <K < 8piχ .
Repeating the same arguments as in the introduction to this subsection, see [13]
for the subcritical case, and using the estimate on the free energy, we deduce
S [np]≤ F [n0]+θ C(M)1−θ .
with θ = χK8pi , for all p big enough.
This fact contradicts the choice of T ∗ as the maximal time of existence of a
free-energy solution n since
lim
p→∞S [np] = +∞.
This contradiction comes from the assumption
lim
r→0+
α∗(r)<
8pi
χ
,
and thus, α∗(r) = M or equivalently dn∗ = Mδ0 for all converging subsequences,
completing the desired result. ¤
It is very easy to verify that the previous proof also works assuming that the
entropy diverges if T ∗ = ∞. More precisely, we have:
Corollary 3.2 (Infinite Time Aggregation). Under hypotheses (2) on the initial
data, assume that the free-energy solution n to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1)
with initial data n0 of critical mass χ M = 8pi is global in time and that
lim
t↗∞
∫
R2
n(x, t) logn(x, t) dx =+∞.
Then t 7→ n(x, t) converges to a delta Dirac of mass 8pi/χ concentrated at the
center of mass in the measure sense as p→ ∞.
3.2 When does it blow-up?
Proposition 3.3 (Existence of global in time solution). Under assumptions (2) on
the initial data n0, there exists a nonnegative free-energy solution n to the Patlak-
Keller-Segel system (1) on [0,∞).
Proof. We start by reminding the reader about a ”by-now standard” gain of inte-
grability result [24, 35, 34].
Lemma 3.4 (De la Valle´e-Poussin theorem). [36, 34] Let µ be a non-negative
measure and F ⊂ L1µ(R2). The set F is uniformly integrable in L1µ(R2) if and
only ifF is uniformly bounded in L1µ(R2) and there exists a convex function Φ0 ∈
C ∞([0,∞)) such that Φ0(0)=Φ′0(0)= 0, Φ′0 is concave, Φ0(r)≤ r Φ′0(r)≤ 2Φ0(r)
if r > 0, r−1Φ0(r) is concave, limr→∞ Φ0(r)r = limr→∞ Φ
′
0(r) = ∞ and
sup
f∈F
∫
R2
Φ0(| f |)dµ < ∞ .
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We apply De la Valle´e-Poussin theorem (Lemma 3.4) to f (x) = |x|2 with dµ =
n0(x) dx. Hence, there exists Φ0 satisfying the properties enumerated in De la
Valle´e-Poussin theorem (Lemma 3.4) such that Φ0(|x|2)n0(x) is in L1(R2). It is
straightforward, based on the properties of Φ0 in Lemma 3.4, to show for all r > 0
(1) r Φ′′0(r)≤ 2
Φ0(r)
r
.
Now, let us look for the evolution of∫
R2
Φ0(|x|2)n(x, t)dx.
Lemma 3.5. If χ M = 8pi , and n is a maximal free-energy solution of the Patlak-
Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0, then for any smooth convex function
Φ : R−→ [0,∞) such that Φ(0) = 0
d
dt
∫
R2
Φ
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx≤ 4 ∫
R2
|x|2 Φ′′ (|x|2) n(x, t) dx
Proof. We compute for all t ∈ (0,T ∗)
d
dt
∫
R2
Φ
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx = 4∫
R2
[
Φ′
(|x|2)+ |x|2Φ′′ (|x|2)]n(x, t) dx
− χ
pi
∫
R2
xΦ′
(|x|2) x− y|x− y|2 n(x, t)n(y, t) dxdy
= 4
∫
R2
[
Φ′
(|x|2)+ |x|2Φ′′ (|x|2)]n(x, t) dx
− χ
2pi
∫
R2
[
xΦ′
(|x|2)− yΦ′ (|y|2)] x− y|x− y|2 n(x, t)n(y, t) dxdy .
On the other hand, we have for any (x,y,s, t) ∈ R2×R2×R×R(
xΦ′ (s)− yΦ′ (t))(x− y) = |x|2Φ′ (s)− (x · y) Φ′ (s)− (x · y) Φ′ (t)+ |y|2Φ′ (t)
=
1
2
|x− y|2 [Φ′ (s)+Φ′ (t)]+ 1
2
(|x|2−|y|2)[Φ′ (s)−Φ′ (t)] .
As a consequence, we obtain∫
R2
(
xΦ′
(|x|2)− yΦ′ (|y|2)) x− y|x− y|2 n(x, t)n(y, t) dxdy
=
1
2
∫
R2
{[
Φ′
(|x|2)+Φ′ (|y|2)]+ |x|2−|y|2|x− y|2 [Φ′ (|x|2)−Φ′ (|y|2)]
}
n(x, t)n(y, t) dxdy
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In particular, as Φ is convex
(|x|2−|y|2)[Φ′ (|x|2)−Φ′ (|y|2)] is non-negative and
as χM = 8pi
d
dt
∫
R2
Φ
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx≤4∫
R2
[
Φ′
(|x|2)+ |x|2Φ′′ (|x|2)]n(x, t) dx
−4
∫
R2
Φ′
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx
which ends the proof. ¤
Applying Lemma 3.5 to Φ0, we have
d
dt
∫
R2
Φ0
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx≤ 4 ∫
R2
|x|2Φ′′0
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx .
Using the Remark 1 and the properties of Φ0 in De la Valle´e-Poussin theorem
(Lemma 3.4), we conclude there exist c1,c2 > 0 such that
|x|2Φ′′0
(|x|2)≤ 2Φ0 (|x|2)|x|2 ≤ c1Φ0 (|x|2)+ c2,
and thus,
(2)
d
dt
∫
R2
Φ0
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx≤ 4c1 ∫
R2
Φ0
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx+4c2M .
Gronwall’s lemma implies that
(3)
∫
R2
Φ0
(|x|2) n(x, t) dx≤ ec1t [∫
R2
Φ0
(|x|2) n0(x) dx+ 4c2Mc1
]
for all t ∈ (0,T ∗).
Now, let us prove that the maximal time of existence cannot be finite. Assume
by contradiction that T ∗ < ∞. We first observe that in the case χ M = 8pi , the
second-momentum of a free-energy solution to the Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1)
is conserved due to (14):
(4)
∫
R2
|x|2 n0(x) dx =
∫
R2
|x|2 n(x, t) dx > 0 .
Let us take {tp}p∈N ↗ T ∗. Equation (4) together with the tail-control of the
set of densities {|x|2n(x, tp)}p∈N due to (3), implies the tightness of the densities
{|x|2n(x, tp)}p∈N inM (R2) by Prokhorov’s theorem.
As a conclusion, the sequence of densities {n(x, tp)}p∈N converges weakly-∗ as
measures towards dn∗ ∈M (R2) with
(5)
∫
R2
|x|2 dn∗(x) =
∫
R2
|x|2 n0(x) dx > 0,
contradicting the fact that dn∗ should coincide with Mδ0 due to Lemma 3.1. ¤
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3.3 Does it blow-up?
We proved in Lemma 3.3 that if n is a non-negative free-energy solution to the
Patlak-Keller-Segel system (1) with initial data n0 on [0,T ] for any T > 0, then n
satisfies
(6)
d
dt
F [n](t)≤−
∫
R2
u(x, t) |∇ logu(x, t)−χ∇v(x, t)|2 dx .
Let us see that the blow-up of the cell density does happen at t ↗ ∞.
Lemma 3.6 (Blow-up in infinite time). Under assumptions (2) on the initial data
n0, given any free-energy solution n of (1), we have
lim
t→∞ n(t) =
8pi
χ
δM1 weakly-* as measures.
The central idea for this lemma is that if we can extend (6) to the limit when t
goes to infinity, we could prove the convergence of the solution to a L1-stationary
solution with a finite second moment. However, all integrable stationary solutions
of the PKS system (1) with critical mass have infinite second momentum.
Proof. Consider, without loss of generality, that M1 = 0. Assume by contradiction
the existence of an increasing sequence of times {tp}p∈N↗ ∞ for which
S [np] =
∫
R2
n(x, tp) logn(x, tp) dx
is bounded. This together with the conservation of the second moment for the
solutions due to (14) shows that there exists a subsequence, denoted with the same
index for simplicity, converging weakly in L1(R2) towards a density n∗∞ ∈ L1(R2)
by Dunford-Pettis theorem. Moreover, the second moment of the limiting density
satisfies
(7) 0 <
∫
R2
|x|2 n∗∞(x) dx≤
∫
R2
|x|2 n0(x) dx < ∞
since n∗∞ ∈ L1(R2), due to the fact that the concentration towards a delta Dirac at 0
is ruled out by the uniform estimate on the entropyS [np].
On the other hand, as previously noticed, a direct consequence of the Loga-
rithmic Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (5) is that the free energy F [n] is
bounded from below:
F [n0]− liminf
t→∞ F [n](t) = limt→∞
∫ t
0
(∫
R2
n(x,s) |∇ logn(x,s)−χ∇c(x,s)|2 dx
)
ds .
As a consequence the Fisher information is integrable and,
lim
t→∞
∫ ∞
t
(∫
R2
n(x,s) |∇ logn(x,s)−χ∇c(x,s)|2 dx
)
ds = 0 ,
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which shows that, up to the extraction of sub-sequences, the limit n∞(s,x) of
(s,x) 7→ n(x, t + s) when t goes to infinity satisfies
∇ logn∞−χ∇c∞ = 0 , c∞ =− 12pi log | · | ∗n∞ ,
where the first equation holds in the distribution sense at least almost everywhere in
the support of n∞. We have skipped most of the details of this passing to the limit
argument since it follows the same steps as in the proof of convergence towards
self-similar behavior in the subcritical case done in [13] and in the existence the-
orem in Section 2. Let us point out, that this is equivalent to the fact that (n∞,c∞)
solves the nonlocal nonlinear elliptic equation
(8) u∞ = M
eχ v∞∫
R2 eχ v∞ dx
=−∆v∞ , with v∞ =− 12pi log | · | ∗u∞ .
Moreover, by [18, Theorem 1], the solutions to (8) are radially symmetric. In the
case χ M = 8pi , [11] and [54] characterized explicitly the family of radial stationary
solutions to (8) as being nb defined in (3). For all b, the stationary solutions nb have
infinite second momentum contradicting (7).
As a conclusion, we have shown that the global free-energy solutions of the
PKS system (1) satisfies
lim
t↗∞
∫
R2
n(x, t) logn(x, t) dx =+∞.
Now, a direct application of Corollary 3.2 gives the desired result. ¤
Remark 3.7 (Stationary states and Minimizers of Free Energy). The free energy
F [n] has an interesting scaling property: introduce nλ (x) := λ−2 n(x/λ ) then
F [nλ ] =F [n]+2M logλ
(
χ M
8pi
−1
)
.
In the case χ M = 8pi ,F [n] is thus invariant by this scaling.
On the other hand, the extremal functions of the Logarithmic Hardy-Littlewood-
Sobolev inequality (5) are given up to a conformal automorphism by n :=A
(
1+ |x|2)−2.
Combining these two remarks we obtain for any λ > 0,
−C(M) =F [n] =F [nλ ] .
Hence, in the case χ M = 8pi , the free energy F [n] with finite second moment
achieves its minimum C(8pi/χ) = (8pi/χ)(1+ logpi− log(8pi/χ)) in its “station-
ary solution” the delta Dirac. Actually, one can give a sense to 8piχ δ0 as stationary
solution to system (1) as being the weak-* limit of the suitably scaled as above
stationary solutions in (8).
Note also that when χ M < 8pi there are no stationary solutions for the Patlak-
Keller-Segel system (1). Indeed, in the case χ M < 8pi there is uniqueness of the
stationary self-similar solution as proved in [13, Theorem 2.1] and [11].
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Let us finally point out that if moments larger than 2 are initially bounded,
then they must diverge as t → ∞. This completes the picture of the long time
asymptotics of global in time solutions of the PKS sytem (1) with critical mass:
solutions exists globally and concentrate toward the delta Dirac at the center of
mass as time diverges, while their second moment is preserved and larger moments
become unbounded, i.e., the time sequence of measures with equal mass given by
the second moments is not tight. This fact means that the ”small” mass escaping at
infinity in space is ”large enough” to have this effect on moments.
Lemma 3.8 (Blow-up of moments in infinite time). Assume the initial data n0
verifies (2) and |x|2kn0 ∈ L1(R2), with k > 1, then any free-energy solution n of (1)
with initial data n0 satisfies
lim
t↗∞
∫
R2
|x|2k n(x, t) dx =+∞.
Proof. Consider, without loss of generality, that M1 = 0. Let us start by pointing
out the propagation of moments of order 2k for all times due to (2), i.e., for any
T > 0, there exists a constant CT such that∫
R2
|x|2k n(x, t) dx≤CT
for almost every t ∈ (0,T ).
Now, assume by contradiction the existence of an increasing sequence of times
{tp}p∈N ↗ ∞ for which |x|2k n(x, tp) is bounded in L1(R2). This together with
the conservation of the second moment for the solutions due to (14) shows that
there exists a subsequence, denoted with the same index for simplicity, converging
weakly-* as measures inM (R2) towards a density dn∗ ∈M (R2) satisfying∫
R2
|x|2k dn∗ =
∫
R2
|x|2k n0(x) dx > 0
by Prokhorov’s theorem. This fact contradicts that the limiting density is a delta
Dirac concentrated at 0 due to Lemma 3.6. ¤
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